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The particle and plasma wave data of the DE 1 and Swedish Viking sal, ellitcs shows Chat 
incense (> 1 mV/m) upper hybrid emissioms are sometimes presenC in Cite mid-alt, iCude polar mag- 
neCosphcrc on both Cite dayside cusp/cleft, and Cite nigh[side auroral regions and Chat waves ncar 
t, he upper hybrid h'equency are of[en associated with electron conical dist, ributions. These ob- 
servaCions are consisten[ wiCh the production of at least some electron colfica[ dist, ribuCions by 
oblique heating of Che elect, tons by upper hybrid waves. Examination of the wave data to esCablish 
the role of parallel heat,ing remains to be performed. 

INTRODUCTION 

A number of papers ha, re recently a,ppeared discussing 
the generation mechanisms for electron conical distributions 
since their discovery in the DE Ida, ta, set [Mcn{½tti and 
Burch, 1985]. Mcni½•ti and Burch [1985], who observed the 
electron conics associated with trapped particles and para,1- 
lel electric fields, suggested a wave-particle interaction and 
perpendicular heating a,s a, source mecha,nism, in analogy 
with ion conic formation. Lundin ½! al. [1987] a, nd Hultqvist 
½t al. [1988] have reported observa,tions o[ electron conics in 
the Viking data a, nd suggested tha,t • pa, rallel potentia.1 that 
varied in magnitude over a, fra, ction of a,n electron bounce 
period might explain electron conics that were observed as- 
sociated with ion conics. Using plasma parameters indica,- 
tire of the mid-altitude nightside aurora,1 region as observed 
on DE 1, I'Vong et al. [1988] have shown that upper hybrid 
waves generated by it loss cone distribution ca.n heat the 
electrons oblique to the magnetic field. They pointed out,, 
however, that any other particle distribution that produced 
df/dv_k > 0 might a,lso act a.s the fi'ee energy source. Sub- 
sequently, numerical simula,tions of the production of elec- 
tron conics by upper hybrid waves using a loss cone [[loth 
et al., 1990] and it loss cone with a ring distribution [Lin et 
al., 1990; Menietti et al., 1990] ha,ve been performed. Swift 
and Gorney [1989] have sitown by particle simulation that 
electron beams in the presence of density gradients perpen- 
dicular to the magnetic field can excite upper hybrid waves. 

[loth et al. [1990] a. nd most recently Te.merin and Cravens 
[1990] (extending the ideas of Lundin et al. [1987]) have 
demonstrated that an electron conical distribution can re- 

suit from para.llel heating of the electrons via electrostatic 
or a. coustic mode waves. Upon mirroring, this heated elec- 
tron distribution resembles the conica.1 distributions pre- 
sented by Menietti and Burch [1985]. Menietti and Borovsky 
[1989] ha.ve indel)e•tde•t,[y demonstra. ted the efl'ectiveness 
of pa.ra.llel Itea, ting ol' electrons via, l•ea.m-genera, ted electro- 
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sta, tic wa,ves (strongly ma.g•et'ize(I La,ngm. ir waves). Sub- 
sequently, 2k'.m, eri,• and Cravens [1990] l•a,ve demonstrated 
with a, test, particle sinmla, tio• of the electro•t distribution 
that electro• co•tics ca,n be produced purely by stochastic 
a, ccelera, timt of the elect, ro•ts para,llel to a, dipole magnetic 
field. Ternerin a,nd Cravens ha, re pointed out tha, t an exten- 
sive survey o[' strong narro•v-l)a,nded emissions a,t ltigher fre- 
quencies conducted by •c•b,i,n et al. [1989] fouled lna, ny ca, ses 
of Landa, u resona, nt intera, ctions a, nd xva, ves nea,r the plasma 
kequency but •to•c nea, r the •pper hybrid fi'eq•ency. The 
study conducted by Beghin et a,l. wa,s perfor.•ed using data, 
kom the AUREOL/ARCAD 3 sa, tellite a,t high la, titude a,nd 
at Mtitudes bel.•veen 400 and 20f)•) kin. 2•.merin and Cravens 

[1990] thus s,ggested tha. t para. llcl a,ccelera. tion of electrons 
could be a. ccomplislted by Allyen-ion cyclotron waves which 
ha. ve been observed in association with invertcd-V electron 

precipit. a. tion [Gurnett and Frank, 1972; Ternerin and Lysak, 
1984; Gustofssort et al., 199•)]. 

Teme.rin a'nd Cravens [1990] conducted independent sim- 
ulations of pa.rMlel-only acceleration and perpendicular-only 
acceleration by stochastic processes. Thcy point, out tha,t the 
resulting model contours of the electron distribution hmc- 
tion can be distinguished fi'om one another and tha,t those 
produced by strictly parMlel acceleration are better rep- 
resentations of the actual data presented by Menietti and 
Burch [1985]. It wa.s pointed out by Wong et al. [1988], 
however, that, because of the dependence of the diffusion co- 
efficient on energy and pitch angle, upper hybrid waves heat 
the electrons both in the para,llel and the perpendicular di- 
rection [cf. Wong et al., 1988, Figures 2a and 2b]. In other 
words, upper hybrid waves were found to heat the electrons 
oblique to the magnetic field. In a, ddition, 2kinerin and 
Cravens [1990] sta. te that for the ca.se of perpendicular heat- 
ing, the resulta,nt contours of the distribution reflect the fact 
tha,t there are upgoing electrons at perpendicular velocities 
at which there a, re few corresponding downgoing electrons. 
By contrast, for the case of pa. ra.llel accelera, tion only, the ra- 
tio of upgoing to downgoing electrons should always be one 
except in the case of lower energy backscattered electrons. 
However, for M1 of the electron conics observed for the pass 
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of day 309 of 1981 [Menietti and Burch, 1985], for example, 
we cMculate more particles detected xnoving up the field line 
than down. For this example, in the range 1.7 x 104 km/s 
< Vñ < 2.4 x 10 4 km/s which includes the electron conical 
distribution, the ratio nup/ndown varied from •> 1 to 1.45. 

The above studies have thus far demonstrated by the- 
ory and simulation that electron conics can be generated by 
upper hybrid waves (oblique heating) a. nd/or by electron 
acoustic waves, Langnmir waves, or Alfven-ion cyclotron 
waves (parallel heating). A correlation of electron conics 
with plasma wave and particle da. ta remains to be shown. 

In this paper we present, observations of both particle and 
plasma wave instruments on board DE 1 and the Swedish 
Viking satellite thud, demonstrate the presence of intense 
•pper hybrid waves at. •nidaltitudes of the polar magneto- 
sphere. This is a.n interesting result in light of the obser- 
w•.tions of the AUREOL/ARCAD 3 satellite as reported by 
Begh. inet al. [1989]. We will also show an association of 
wa.ves near tl•e upper hybrid frequency with electron coni- 
cal distributions. This study is not a comprehensive statis- 
tica.l survey of all existing High Altitude Plasma Instrument 
(HAPI) data., which would be tedious and time consuming; 
it is, however, a careful survey of all of the easily accessi- 
ble Idgh resolution HAPI data that yielded about, a dozen 
exa.•nples of electron conics. This work does not preclude 
the existence of parallel acceleration processes as the source 
of electron conics; it does, however, suggest that upper hy- 
}.)rid waves may lte,xt. electrons oblique to the magnetic field 
and these waves may be responsible for a.t least, some of the 
observed electron conical distributions. 

ASSOCIATION OF ELECTRON CONICS AND UPPER 

HYBRID WAVE OBSERVATIONS 

I',,strumentation 

The Dynamics Explorer 1 satellite was launched into a. 
high inclination polar orbit with an apogee of about 23,000 
km and a perigee of about, 650 km. On DE 1, the High 
Altitude Plasma Instrument (HAPI, J. L. Burch, Principal' 
Investigator) has an energy range of 5 eV to 32 keV with an 
energy resolution of A E/E = 0.32. The Plasma Wave In- 
strument (PWI, D. A. Gurnett, Principal Investigator) has a 
step frequency receiver with a frequency range of 2 Hz to 400 
kHz. The Swedish Viking satellite was also launched into a 
polar orbit with higlt inclination but. with a lower apogee of 
about 13,500 km and perigee of about 800 km. The space- 
craft, spins at 3 rpm. On Viking, the high-frequency wave 
instrument (V-4H, A. Bahnsen, Principal Investigator) has 
two step-frequency analyzers ea.ch with a h'equency ra.nge of 
9-512 kHz. 

Observations 

As pointed out by l/Vong et al. [1988] simultaneous ob- 
servations of upper hybrid waves and electron conics in the 
source region might, be expected. By assuming tl•at elec- 
tron conical distributions are formed at, pitch angles of 90 ø , 
Menietti and Bu.rch [1985] used conservation of the second 
adiabatic invariant to suggest that the source region for the 
electron conics observed by DE 1 is perhaps somewhere be- 
tween 3000 and 6000 kin. The DE 1 satellite observed the 

electron conics at altitudes greater than 10,000 km, so it 
was unclear whether or not correlations with upper hybrid 
waves should be expected in the DE data. The simulations 
performed by Roth et al. [1990] and Lin et al. [1990], how- 

ever, using plasma parameters typical of DE 1 altitudes in 
the nightside auroral region, indicate that the conical distri- 
butions are formed outside of the loss cone at pitch angles 
of approximately 150 ø rather than at 90 ø confirming the 
oblique heating predicted by Wong ct al. [1988]. Examina- 
I. io• of •t nu•nber ol' the DE l passes indica. tcs a.n a.ssocia. tion 
of electron conical distributions and upper hyl)rid wa. ves. 
[n addition, as shown below, the Viki•lg wa.ve da, ta, include 
clea, r examples of upper hybrid waves in the ntidaltitude po- 
la.r ma,gnetosphere. 

This report does not. consititute a. comprel•ensive study of 
all of the available data fro• the HAPi, I.)•t. a. prelimina.ry 
exanfination of nmch of the data has been per[ormed. A 
more comprehensive, sta, tistical survey will be •ndertaken 
when resources become av•dla. ble. Of 12 orbits on wl•ich 

electron conics were observed, waves nea, r the upper hybrid 
frequency were seen (within a, bout 30 s) on 10 of them. In 
addition, we have also identified i•t the DE data two cases of 
upper hybrid waves that were not a.ssocia, ted with electron 
conical distribut, io•s. 

We consider four passes of the DE 1 instrument as exem- 
plary of the associations observed. The days chosen a,re [rom 
1981: day 281, 31)9, 278, and 261. The pass for da.y 81/281 
is a nightside auroral region pass when the DE I spacecrafl, 
wa.s a.t an altitude of a. bout 10,670 kn•, invariant latitude, A 
= 63.6 ø, and magnetic local time, MLT = 21.18. Pla. te 1 is 
•m energy-versus-time color spectrogra.m of the pla.sma data. 
ol>ta.ined by HAPI for the time interva.1 0731:3(} to 0733. 
The electrons are shown in the top panel and ions in the 
bottom panel. The electrons show intense flux for energies 
E > 1 keV typical of a region of field-aligned potential in 
the boundary plasma sheet (BPS). The upward moving ions 
indicate that an upward electric field of several hundred eV 
exists below the satellite. In the electron data one can ob- 

serve regions of enhanced energy flux lying just outside of 
the loss cone and extending to energies greater than 10 keV. 
These appear a.s red and yellow signatures a.t E •> 3 keV a.t 
times indicated by the arrows in Plate 1. These distribu- 
tions look simila.r to those in Plate 2 of Menietti and Burch 

[1985] and identified a.s electron conics. Electron conics are 
often the •nost energetic electrons of the entire population 
(see Plate 1 of Menietti and Burch [1985]). In the exa. m- 
pie of Plate 1, the conical electrons are the most energetic 
at t. he highest intensity of energy flux. In Figures l a a.nd 
lb we show contour plots of the velocity-space distribution 
function for electrons obtained during two separate ti•ne in- 
tervals. The plots were each compiled from data obta.incd 
from HAPI over one spin (approximately 6 s) of the DE 1 
spacecraft.. The data sampling ti•nes for each contour a. re 
labelled. The conics are enhance•nents of the distribution 

function outside the loss cone (seen in the bottom half of 
the plot for negative vii ). 

Figure 2 is a plot of the power spectral density (PSD) 
versus frequency using wave data obtained from the Plasma 
Wave Instrument (PWI) on board the DE 1 spacecraft. The 
time listed on the PSD plot is the start ti•ne of the 32-s fre- 
quency scan time. Note tha, t the PWI data for the plot were 
sampled in the time between the times of the contour plots 
of Figure 1. The power spectral density generally decreases 
with frequency but has a narrow-banded peak a,t a frequency 
just above the gyrofreque•cy, J'• • 70 kHz, a.•d is l,!•erel'ore 
identified a,s upper hybrid emission. The gyrol'reque]•cy is 
indicated with a, vertical dotted line. By direct, integr•[1.imt 
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of the pla.s•na data. obi. a. ined by H API_, the plash,a. density 
was defermined l.o be about 6.5 cm -• vieIdling a. pla.s'n•a. 
frequency, f•, • 23 kHz. Since t. he ul)per hybrid I'req•ency 

-•/,• 

fuI-i "-' f,:•. The approximate electric field amplitude for t. he 
upper hybrid endssion is 0.3 mV/m. Note tha, t, the upper IJy- 
bfid emission is well above the aml.)ie•t wave intensity. _"I'lJe 
magnetic field values used in identifying the gyrofrequency 
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for all of the power spectral density plots o[I. his pa. per were 78 kHz. Direct integra.tion of the pla.sma data. yields fp ,--, 5 
obta.ined from the Ma. gs•tt model. kHz, so once again, f•. ,-,, fus. The electric field intensity 

A color spectrogra.m of the particle data for tlte pass of determined from Figures 4a and 4b is about 0.06 and 0.14 
d•ty 81/309 wa.s published as Plate 1 of Menietti and B'u. rch mV/m, respectively. 
[1985] and will not be reproduced here. Instead, in Fig- The next pass for consideration is 81/278. A series of 
ures 3a and 3b we show contours of the electron distribution electron conics occurred for this pass within the dayside 
function for the two time intervals indicated. These contours cusp/cleft starting a.t about 1350:30. A contour of one of 
clearly display the electron conical signature of enhanced these conics is shown in Figure 5. About 1 min earlier on 
electron flux outside the upgoing loss cone. In Figures 4a this pass a strong peak just above the gyrofrequency was de- 
and 4b we likewise display plots of the PSD obta.ined from teeted by PWI. At the time of the electron conics, however, 
the PWI data for time intervals •vhich overlap those of Fig- only a rather low intensity and broa.d peak occurs just less 
ures 3a and 3b. A rela. tively distinct pea.k just above the than the gyrofrequency. We show a series of three PSD plots 
gyrofrequency occurs in each plot. The gyrofrequency was depicting the sequence in Figures •a, b, a. nd c. First, the dis- 
determined from the Ma. gsat •nodel a,s before to be about tinctivc emission is ne•tr f• (,-,, 23 kHz) which we interpret 
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a.s a.n upper hyl)rid emission with electric field amplitude 
est, ixnated at about 0.015 mV/•n. The plasma frequency 
is estimated at about 6.5 kHz by direct integration of the 
plasma data. Figure 6b shows virtually no emission near 
fee, but in Figure 6c a rather broad, low-intensity peak is 
seen. The data for Figure 6c ;vere obtained simultaneously 
with the observation of the series of three electron conics. 

We hypothesize that upper hybrid emissions may have been 
responsible for the generatiou of the elect'iron conics; how- 
ever, the satellite passed through the region just after the 
wave-particle interactions took place. Wong et al. [1988] 
have shown that the wave growth expected for upper hybrid 
waves generated from loss cones is typically 2 x 10-4/f•c•. 
For fee "• 23 kHz, the time for one e-folding of the power is of 
the order of 0.02 s. Observations of the wave-particle inter- 
actions thus seem doubtful with currently orbiting satellites. 

The fina.l DE I example is tha. t, o1' a. •ightside a•rorM re- 
gion pa.ss for day 81/261. In Figure 7 we display a contour 
of the electron distribution function i• velocity space. The 

Fig. 5. Contour of the electron distribution function showing data were obta.ined during two spins of the satellite (~12 
a conic for the dayside cusp/cleft pass of day 278 of 1•81. s) and show a.n enhancement of flux just outside the loss 
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cones. A plot of tl,e PSD of the P W] electric field obtained 
during a time period including that of the contour is shown 
in Figure 8. Tilere is elnission of ]a,rge intensity near the 
gyroh'equency (fce • 55 kHz) which we interpret as upper 
hybrid emission. For this pa.ss a. relatively high pla.sma den- 
sity of about 12.5 cm -3 was determined from the plasma 
data. Titis yields fv • 32 kHz, and full • 64 kHz. The 
estimated electric field strength is a.bout 2 mV/m. 

Sun, mary of DE I Obse.rvotio.ns 

Upper hybrid emissions are present within 32 s of each 
occurrence of electron conica. l distril).tions shown for the 

HAPI data. Sometimes the correlation in time is not ex- 

act (such as the pass for day 81/278) a. nd can differ by an 
amount less tha, t• or equa. l to the P WI sweep time of 32 s. 
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Fig. 7. Contours of the electron distribution function obt. ained 
over a two-spin period of the DE 1 sat, ellit, e for t. he nightside au- 
roral region pass of day 261 of 1981. 

As pointed out a. bove this may be explained due to the ex- 
tremely short growth times of tile waves, typically << 1 s, rel- 
a.tive to instrument integration times which are on the order 
of seconds. It, is possible that when conics are observed, the 
heating due to upper hybrid waves has already occurred and 
the waves have already been damped. We may also explain 
tile sometimes less-than-perfect correlation of upper hybrid 
waves with electron conical distributions by frequency-scan 
aliasing. The actual frequency of the narrow-banded upper 
hybrid e•nission is only sampled once within the 32-s sam- 
pling period. The sampling times of both the HAPI and 
PWI instrutnents ma, ke simultaneous observations of upper 
]tybrid waves and conics unlikely. 

The HAPI does not observe electron conics at pitch angles 
near 90 ø. As we noted above, however, titis does not nec- 
essarily tnea. n that DE 1 was not in tile generation region. 
Because the electron plasma frequency is much smaller than 
the electron cyclotron frequency in the proposed polar cap 
source region, the real frequency of upper hybrid waves is 
very close to the electron cyclotron frequency. The insta- 
bility occurs only for propaga,tion near 90 ø with respect to 
tile magnetic field, as required by the gyrorcsonant condi- 
tion, and the wave becomes sta. ble when the wave vector 
is a few degrees away fi'om perpendicula.r propagation [see 
Wong et al., 1988, Figure 1]. Energy diffusion a.nd pitch 
angle scattering, however, lead to oblique heating. This is 
indicated by the cMculations of the velocity and pitch an- 
gle diffusion coefficients which peak at oblique angles even 
though the wave normal angle is near 90 ø [see Wong et al., 
1988, Figures 2a and 2b]. In additiou, computer simulations 
[cf. tloth et al., 1990; Li'. et al., 1991)] have subsequently 
verified that, the diffusion coefficient resulting from resonant 
wave-particle interaction with upper hybrid turbulence is a 
function of both pitch angle and energy producing oblique 
lteating of tile electrons. In each of these studies plasma 
parameters typical of the mid-altitude auroral region (DE 
I a, ltitudes) •vere a.ssun•ed. In particular, the sin•,•la.tim•s 
stlow i.]•at t.l•e electro, couics are not l'orn•ed at pitch a..- 

Fig. 8. 
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The •vave data obtained during a period overlapping that of Figure 7. 
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MLT 17.04 
ILAT 73.38 ø 

ALT{KM) 11500 

Plate 2. F'requency-versas-time spect. rogr,'m-• with elect. He field intensity color-coded. 'The data were obtaAned 
from the Viking V-4H experiment and show distinct, intense, narrow-banded emission just above the gyrofre- 
quency (indicated by the white dotted line). The blue vertical stripes are sounders spaced about 240 s apart. The 
orbit information at the beginning of the plot are indicated. This is a nightside pass and tile start time of the 
plot is 1145:49 UT on day 13(3 of 198(3. 

ILAT 83.0 

MLT 6.0 

ALT(KM) 11500 

Plate 3. This is aspect. rogram of t}te Viking electric field dat. a in tile same format ,'rs Plate 2. The data of 
t. his figure are for a dayside pass and the start t, ime of t!•e plot. is 182.9:01 U'T on d&zy 239 of 1 •2•8(3. Again, intense 
emission just. above the gyrofrequency are seen. 
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gles of 90 ø, lint rat.l•er near 15(I ø, just as observed !)y IIAPI. 
q'l•us, wlJile the source region of elect, ton conics may extend 
over a, large range of alt.itudes, it. is possible t.hat, DE I was 
in a source region d•ri•g tile observations. 

UPPER IIYBR1D WAVES OBSER.VED 

BY THE VIKING SATELLITE 

In a.d(lition to the DE 1 data, we have searched t.he Viking 
wave dat, a for t,he presence of int.ense upper hybrid waves. 
I• Plat.es 2 a-•td 3 we show t,wo examples of such waves t,hat. 
may have t,l•e pot.entia.1 of generat, ing electron conics. These 
waves were observed in bot, h the morning and afternoon sec- 
tors a.t, a somewhat lower alfit,ude t,han DE 1. The œormat 

for bot.h figures is freque•wy versus t.ime with wave intensit.y 
color-cmled. The sta, rting MLT, invariant. la.t, itude and 
tucle are listed. The t.ime between t,he sounders (the vertical 
blue lines) is approximat.ely 240 s. The white dot, t,ed-line in- 
dicat,es t,]•e elect.ton gyrofrequency. So t,he intense emissions 
(yellow and red) just a. bove this dott,ed line in both figures 
are indica, tive of upper ]•ybrid emissions. q_'he wave ampli- 
t, ude is typically 10 -s V/(mv/•z). Taking a bandwidth of 2 
kHz (two S15{ cha. n•Jels), we obt,ain about, 0.3 mV/m. 

We have a. nalyzed the particle dat, a available froin the 
Vikiug V-3 experiment., but. no electron conics were observed 
for either pass. As indicated above, this may only indicate 
that the waves have not. yet heated the electron popula.- 
lion. The presence of intense upper hybrid emissions at 
mid-altit, udes have only recently been reported [e.g., Farrell 
et al., 1990], and the Viking data must, be •nore carefully 
analyzed to der, ermine the presence of more intense upper 
hybrid emissions and the associa.t.ion with elect, ron conical 
dist.ributions. 

SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION 

In tl•is pa,per we ha,ve shown the presence of int,ense up- 
per hybrid waves in the midaltitude polar magnetosphere 
a. nd detnonstrated that. these waves are somet.imes associ- 
ated with elect, ron conical dist, ributions. Confirmation of the 

pressure of intense upper hybrid waves in the •nid-altitude 
polar magnetosphere is import, ant in light, of the lack of simi- 
la.r observations a.t lower altitudes of the AUREOL/ARCAD 
3 satellite a,s reported by Begbin el al. [1989]. These obser- 
vations suggest that upper hybrid waves •nay a,t least SO,he- 
times be a source of oblique hea,ting of electrons and electron 
conical distributions. This analysis does not preclude the 
genera.tion of electron conical distributions resulting from 
parallel heating processes as suggested by Both et al. [1990] 
and Ternerin and Cravens, [1990] and alluded t.o by Lundin 
et al. [1987]. Nor do t.he observations presented here ex- 
plain the elect, ton conica. l distribut, ions observed by Lundin 
et al. [1987] that were not, associa.tcd with loss cones or ring 
distribut.ions. The efficiency of the mechanism of perpen- 
dicular heating by upper hybrid waves is demonstrated by 
simulations by Both et al. [1.990] and Lin et al. [1990]. The 
obscrva. t, ions presented in t.his paper a,re consistent. with t,l•e 
l)roductio•t of a,t le;•st sonic elect.ton conical distribal, ions by 
oblique heating of the electrons due to upper hybrid wa.ves. 
Exami•ation of the wave data to establish the role of para, l- 
lel I•ea. ting remains to be performned. 
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